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1983 BOARD MEMBERS
Pete Leuzinger (DeeAnn) St. Charles H. 584-9312

B.584-3403
H.961-2803
B.447-1049

Briar Ridge H.219-322-1409
B.219-322-3660

Indian Lakes H.961-1011
B.529-4304
H.537-1051
B.291-2200
H.584-7075
B.584-9225
H.672-5887
B.672-5887

Bon Vivant H.815-932-6004
B.815-939-9294

Westmoreland H.673-4610
B.251-4600
H.367-7728
B.835-4296
H.469-6467
B.469-6220

Roger Stewart (Susan) Riverside

Joe Williamson (Sandy)

Dave Meyer (Penny)

Ken Goodman (Carolyn) Green Acres

John Stephenson (???) Pottawatomie

Dave Behrman (Chris) Deer Creek

Michael Hart (Jan)

Julius Albaugh (Vicki)

John Berarducci (Toni) Skokie

Ray Gerber (Jo) Editor,
Bull Sheet

COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS -1983
Employment Pete Leuzinger, John Berarducci

Roger Stewart
Finance & Publicity Chairman - Roger Stewart

Committee - Dave Meyer,
John Stephenson
Chairman - Ken Goodman
Committee - Dave Behrman,
Julius Albaugh (Clavey Rd.)
Chairman - Mike Hart
Committee - John Stephenson
Julius Albaugh
Chairman - Joe Williamson
Committee - Mike Hart
Chairman - Dave Behrman
Committee - Joe Williamson

Education

Arrangements &
Entertainment

Golf

Membership

President
PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
LET'S KEEP IT SIMPLE

Sometimes we take communications for granted in think-
ing that everyone knows what we Golf Course
Superintendents do, or what challenges we have. I find
greenkeeping unique in this vein, as everyonefeels they have
a participating knowledge in the art of growing things. One
of the challenges we face as a group of professionals, is the
people problem associated with growing grass for the recrea-
tional sport of golf. Keeping the golfer happy, as well as in-
formed, can be just as rewarding as treating a difficult disease
or insect problem. Not everyone can be a Golf Course
Superintendent. It is a unique profession. By using the follow-
ing simple example, I think we can keep thing~ in perspec-
tive when we attempt to explain what keeping golf turf is all
about.

The grasses we use grew naturally as meadow grass for
grazing animals. It has adapted over the centuries to renew
itself after it has been eaten by animal or harvested by man.
Its growing point is at the base of the plant. Like human hair,
it can continue to grow after it has been cropped. Other plants
do not have this capability, because their growing points are
at the end of the plants. It takes them much longer to recover
when cropped. Out of years of trial and error came the turf
we use for agricultureand leisuresport. With intense manage-
ment, we have learned to cultivate species of grass to be used
on the golf course. This turf, almost the same grass grown
in meadows, has the capability to grow at extremely low
heights of cut and perform for our artificial needs as green,
tee, and fairway grass.

We grow turf on a green so that the golfer can roll his golf
ball across this special area of turf and put it in the hole with
as much consistency as possible. The greenkeeping talent
is judged on how successful most of the players cando this.
This, hallowed area of ground is expected to sustain itself
through periods of hot, cold, wet and dry weather. It should
renew itself and sustain spike marks, pitch marking, daily
mowing, and any combination of the above. I, think it is
amazing that weare able to get the ball into the holeas often
as we do. The Superintendent has to balance all these
variables each day to give consistent standards of play.These
challenges lend themselves to giving us the reward of
watching a-long, curling putt drop to the bottom of the hole.
These rewards come from using programs that mold fertiliz-
ing, cutting, and watering programs into something as
beautiful as a golf green that is not only a pleasure to look
at, but fun to walk and play on.

Pete Leuzlnger, Pres., MAGeS


